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Thank you for your message about the world economic siT

It was useful to have your thoughts just before I left London ,or

the Economic Summit at Williamsburg.

You will have seen the tet of the Williamsburg Declaration

,on= I hope von found it encouraq-ing. There

that a good deal of success had
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The gains made so far and -fuld have a crilmli effect on

developing countries as well.

I believe that the commitment in the Williamsburg Dec:inn:

to halt and, as the recovery proceeds, to reverse protect(

is very important. We aim to sustain recovery , and to snror

benefits beyond the Slimmit countries,

trading system. You will ha\e noticed the invdt '

,:inisIers to define the condilions for impro

monetary system and to consider the oart which might (

be played in this process Lv a high-level international

conference. I am sure it is right to seek ways of innpnovi

ope ations of the international financial s-y_(m hut I (in
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share the view that its structure is fundamentally unsouni.

believe we have already made considerable progress in adapting

the institutions to meet the new demands which have been placed

upon them.

You described the many problems being encountered by develop

countries. We spent a good deal of time on these at

The Declaration deals with them in some detail; and in a manncr

which I hope you will find both sympathetic and realistic.

The countries represented at Williamsburg reaffirmed their

commitment to participate constructively in the Sixth United

atiens Conference on Trade and Development, now in progress '

-131 d. I hope for a fruitful outc=e, whol-1 will bl-n17, bnoi

	

, arsi dovccnine countries n7-'-ke.
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